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Magnetostatic interactions in artificial ferrimagnet based magnetic tunnel
junctions
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Magnetostatic interactions between the soft and the hard magnetic electrodes in magnetic tunnel
junctions~MTJs! using artificial ferrimagnets~AFis! are analyzed. We attribute these interactions to
the dispersion fields associated to magnetic inhomogeneities arising from domain walls due to local
anisotropic ordering. These magnetostatic interactions can be controlled by adjusting the net
magnetic moment of the AFi to optimize the magnetotransport response of the MTJ
devices. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360678#
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The increasing interest in magnetic tunnel junctio
~MTJs! for spin electronic devices requires the understand
and control of the magnetic properties of their ferromagne
~FM! electrodes. Beyond aspects concerning interfacial m
netism of ferromagnetic/metal insulator interfaces in MT
an important parameter is the coupling between the two e
trodes of the MTJ. The interactions between the magnetic
hard~reference! and the soft~detection! layer of the MTJ are
of particular importance as they influence the reversal ch
acteristics of the FM layers and thus the magnetoresis
behavior of the tunnel device.

Several mechanisms can be involved to explain m
netic coupling between two FM films separated by a t
insulating layer:~a! direct FM coupling associated to disco
tinuity of the insulator, i.e., pinholes;~b! coupling induced
by the tunneling of spin polarized electrons1 such as interfa-
cial effective exchange or exchange dissipative coupling,
pending on the dc bias voltage of the MTJ; and~c! magne-
tostatic coupling. In this last category, one can classify, fi
coupling related to the topography of interfaces,2,3 second,
coupling related to dispersion fields associated to magn
inhomogeneities in the FM electrodes,4,5 and third, antiferro-
magnetic coupling related to the lateral closure of the st
fields between the magnetic layers of the MTJ. This la
type of coupling becomes significant when reducing the
eral size of the MTJ electrodes and increasing their as
ratio. Assuming a continuity and good quality of the MT
insulating layer, the coupling mainly originates from ma
netic interactions. In comparison with previously report
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results,4,5 this article provides evidence that a major cont
bution to the magnetostatic coupling originates from t
stray field of the domain walls present in the hard subsys
which act as pinning centers in the detection layer. T
study has been performed on continuous films and squ
shaped MTJs having a lateral size of 10mm to reduce the
dipolar antiferromagnetic coupling with respect to the oth
magnetostatic couplings. We illustrate explicitly the effect
the magnetostatic coupling on the transport and magn
properties of these systems.

The tunnel junctions consist of the following stack:6,7 a
highly conductive and extremely smooth buffer layer Cr~1.6
nm!/Fe~6 nm!/Cu~30 nm! is grown on a Si~111! wafer. On
top of the buffer, the artificial ferrimagnet~AFi! trilayer
CoFe~1.8 nm!/Ru~0.8 nm!/CoFe~3 nm! is deposited. The AFi
is separated by a 1–2 nm thick Al oxide barrier from
CoFe~1 nm!/Fe~6 nm! magnetically soft subsystem or dete
tion layer ~DL!. Finally, the multilayer stack is protecte
with Cu~5 nm!/Cr~3 nm!.

Several mechanisms related to magnetostatic inte
tions are identified between the different components of
junctions as illustrated in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c!. Reversal
features of the MTJ DL@Fig. 1~a!# reveal domain wall block-
ing phenomena and bias offset measured in the minor tu
magnetoresistance~TMR! curves. Indeed, the detection lay
exhibits a sharp reversal from the antiparallel~high resistive
stateRAP) to the parallel state~low resistive stateRP) which
are defined by the direction of the net magnetic momen
the AFi and the magnetization of the detection layer. T
sharp reversal is accomplished within a field of about 40 O
In contrast, the DL reversal in the opposite direction cons
of several successive steps, revealing domain wall block
phenomena. In this case a field of 70 Oe is required for
il:
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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completion of the reversal process. Additional evidence
existing couplings between the layers is shown in@Fig. 1~b!#.
The angular measurement is performed in a limited rota
field of 80 Oe in order to preserve the AFi magnetizati
rigid and to control only the angular position of the DL wi
respect to the AFi. The angular dependence of the resist
deviates from the theoretical expectedcosinefunction.1 The
ferromagnetic coupling manifests by a broadening of
R(u) curve around the parallel configuration (u50) and in a
narrowing around the antiparallel configuration (u5p).
This set of measurements has been performed for bias
age applied to the junction ranging from 5 to 100 mV. N
variation of the coupling with dc bias was detected. Mo
over, the intensity of the coupling was found to increa
when decreasing the barrier thickness and when increa
the net magnetic moments of the DL and AFi layers. The
fore, the FM coupling present in this system is purely ma
netostatic.

FIG. 1. „a… Minor resistance field curve measured on a CoFe/Ru/Co
AlOx/CoFe/Fe MTJ. Arrows illustrate magnetizations in the AFi laye
~black! and in the DL~white!; „b… ~–O–! resistance vs rotating field,u being
the angle between the magnetizations in the DL and the AFi and theore
cosine expectation for this variation~—!. ~Inset! Sketch indicating the ori-
entation of magnetization in the AFi~black arrows! and DL ~white arrow!;
„c… Minor magnetization curve for continuous film MTJ stack measured
two distinct configurations:~–d–! the AFi has a nonzero net moment~rem-
anent state!, and ~—! the AFi is demagnetized~zero net moment!. ~Inset!
MFM image of the AFi remanent state, measured with a scan lift of 30
similar to the Cu thickness. Therefore, the measured stray fields are si
to those probed by the Fe of the buffer layer.
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Magnetometry experiments using alternating gradie
field magnetometer@Fig. 1~c!# performed on continuous
films show coupling effects similar to the patterned junctio
in a field windowH56100 Oe where the AFi is magnet
cally rigid. The only contributions shown in@Fig. 1~c!# come
from the reversal of the detection layer and the Fe seed la
present in the buffer. For the Fe seed layer and the detec
layer, theM –H curve is shifted by an offset of;10 and
;20 Oe, respectively. Demagnetizing the AFi leads to
vanishing of the offset. We note here that for multilay
stacks without AFi~samples with single Fe layer! no biasing
effect is measured. Thus we can exclude any possibility
artifacts due to the measurement technique.

Usually, the FM magnetostatic couplings in a MTJ sta
are attributed to the ‘‘orange peel’’ coupling2,3 originating
from correlated rough interfaces of the FM electrodes ad
cent to the barrier. In the case under study in this article,
have used the Fe seed layer to distinguish between the
ferent contributions of the magnetostatic couplings. Inde
the magnetization of the detection and the Fe layers rev
in the same field window@Fig. 1~c!#. The Fe seed is sepa
rated from the AFi by a 30 nm thick Cu layer, which pr
vents the existence of either orange peel magnetostatic
of coupling or direct Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida i
teractions across this thick Cu layer. However, a field off
of ;10 Oe can be measured on the curve obtained with
AFi in a remanent configuration. Previous work7 has shown
that the AFi at low field presents local fluctuations of ma
netization related to local anisotropic ordering leading to
formation of 360° domain walls. The stray fields associa
to these magnetic inhomogeneities influence significantly
local field experienced by a ‘‘neighboring’’ magnetic laye
consequently contributing to a net pinning field.

A model for explaining these interactions is illustrated
Fig. 2. This figure depicts the magnetic moments of the A
the DL, and the Fe in the buffer layer. Small angular fluc
tions of magnetization inside the AFi polycrystalline laye
give rise to local charge accumulations standing for lo
dipoles. These charge accumulations become stronger in
case of the presence of 360° domain walls that have b
shown to exist in this system.7 When the AFi is in its anti-
ferromagnetic configuration with the net moment align
along the field direction, the resultant stray field associate
these dipoles can be probed by the detection layerHd

DL and
also by the Fe ‘‘detector’’Hd

Fe, even at 30 nm. The resultin
field is oriented along the AFi net moment and it acts a
positive biasing field during the DL and Fe magnetizati
reversal. So, it is equivalent to a FM coupling. The prese
of these dipoles is confirmed by the magnetic force micr
copy ~MFM! images of the AFi ‘‘remanent’’ state~Fig. 2,
DL layer!. The black~white! contrasts correspond to repu
sive ~attractive! interactions of the MFM tip with the stray
fields from the local charge accumulations. When the AF
demagnetized, the magnetization of each grain is rando
oriented~inset Fig. 1!. This situation corresponds to a resu
ing zero stray field.

A micromagnetic calculation estimates the stray field
a 360° wall located in a 3 nmthick Co layer to values of
about 75 Oe at 30 nm from the core of the wall while
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reaches about 500 Oe at 3 nm. When taking into accoun
granular structure of each magnetic layer, this calcula
stray field is reduced by averaging over the volume of
magnetic grains.5 Moreover, the domain structure in on
layer of an AFi is antiferromagnetically duplicated in th
other by the strong antiferromagnetic~AF! coupling.7 From
the estimated stray fields, one should substract the opp
oriented stray field contribution associated to AF mirror
domain wall~DW! structures in the thinner AFi layer. There
fore, the effective fields probed by the DL and the Fe la
are significantly reduced with respect to the theoretical
cromagnetic estimation and can be in quantitative agreem

FIG. 2. ~Top! Domain structure measured during the reversal of DL
applied field about 20 Oe. The sketch outlines a 2D~top MFM image! and
the Fe buffer layer~bottom panel! probe the stray fields emerged from:~i!
local anisotropy induced angular fluctuations of magnetization which g
rise to local dipoles denoted~1 2! and from~ii ! 360° domain wall struc-
tures located in the AFi layers~middle panels!. Nonzero resulting stray
fields bias the DL (Hd

DL) and the Fe layerHd
Fe. Their direction is repre-

sented by thick large white arrows. Black arrows indicate the local magn
moment orientation in the DL, AFi, and Fe layers; small white arrows de
the orientation of magnetization in the center of DWs located in the DL
AFi layers. Gray regions in the AFi layers indicate the location of 36
domain walls.
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with experimental results measured from the offset in
TMR-H andM –H curves@Figs. 1~a!–1~c!#.

In conclusion, the local stray fields associated to D
located in the AFi layers are responsible to the local pinn
of DW in the DL during its reversal. In Fig. 2, we hav
shown the existence of stable DW configurations in the
during its reversal measured at a field of about 20 Oe. Th
domain walls are responsible for the discrete steps prese
the negative TMR branch shown in Fig. 1~a!, corresponding
to the DL reversal from a parallel to an antiparallel magn
tization configuration.

The interaction mechanisms between the active magn
layers of any MTJ device is a key parameter for optimizi
their magnetoresistive response. This article gives ins
into an important class of magnetostatic interactions ass
ated to dispersion fields emerging from DWs. These effe
are related to the randomly distributed anisotropy in po
crystalline films. By inducing a uniaxial anisotropy in th
AFi by pinning it with an antiferromagnet the formation o
DWs during the reversal process would be inhibited. The
fore, the coupling effects related to DWs or magnetizat
fluctuations should be drastically diminished.

Another important aspect, with regard to potential app
cations of MTJs, is the adjustable reduction of these st
fields by using an AFi. Indeed, the stray fields are comp
sated between the two antiparallel oriented magnetic lay
of the AFi. Residual stray fields still subsist because of
nonzero net moment but they are drastically reduced in c
parison with a single layer situation.
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